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Discovery Research has been providing the insights that fuel change for clients since 1996. We are here
to help combine customer insights with industry knowledge to help move things forward for your brands

TIME HAS ALWAYS BEEN A SUBJECTIVE CONCEPT, BUT THAT FACT HAS NEVER BEEN MORE
OBVIOUS THAN IN LOCKDOWN. THIS ISOLATION INSPIRATION PIECE LOOKS AT HOW OUR
PERCEPTIONS OF TIME HAVE CHANGED DURING THE PANDEMIC, HOW THAT HAS AFFECTED
WHAT WE USE OUR TIME FOR, AND ULTIMATELY, WHETHER THIS HAS LED TO A MORE
PERMANENT CHANGE IN OUR PSYCHE
Lockdown has caused a distortion in what we
understand as time. Some weeks seem to fly by,
as our traditional ‘interruptions’, like weekends or
social events, no longer punctuate a groundhog
day-like existence. And other weeks last an
eternity as boredom kicks in and the hours
stretch out in front of us; like summer holidays
when we were kids that seem to go in a flash,
and at the same time last forever.

But time, for some of us at least, has become
something we can luxuriate in for the first time in
a long time. And when we’re no longer looking
forward to what the next engagement is, we
inevitably look backwards and inwards, to reflect
on the past and to reflect on ourselves. We think
about where we’ve come from and what has
shaped us and our values.

It’s given us time to think about our feelings
rather than our things, made us focus on those
people who are dearest to us more, and at the
same time we’ve become more aware of people
in wider society as we’ve been asked to
appreciate those that actually keep our society
together.

More broadly, there’s been a general coming
together of communities. For once, everyone is in
the same boat, everyone has to stay indoors,
all our lives are disrupted, we’re all juggling extra
responsibilities , no one is going on fancy
holidays or eating at nice restaurants, we’re all at
the park!
So will this new found social consciousness
persist, now that we feel like we’re all part of the
same society? Now we feel that other people do
care, will that strengthen our resolve, stop us
feeling a bit of embarrassed at our socially
conscious views, and start to remove the
psychology of inaction?
The lockdown has shown us how quickly new
sets of rules can be established and then
self-enforced, as people start to shape other
peoples’ behaviour. And so have movements like
‘#MeToo’ and ‘Black Lives Matter’. So could this
be a watershed for consumers to become truly
socially conscious? Will ethically sourced goods,
corporate social responsibility and the wider
green economy now build as inexorable forces
that shape what and how consumers buy? And
what is the role of brands and government to
help people on this journey, and nudge them to
do the right thing?

HOW WE'RE ADDRESSING THIS:

At Discovery we’re particularly interested in whether this time we’ve had to
reflect will entrench our values in a permanent way, because we feel that
using values could be a better way of defining consumers for our clients

Values unite people and can drive the decisions people
make more than how old they are or where they’re from. People’s values seldom
change, they’re hard wired so it’s easier to predict how they’ll behave or
react to certain things.

We’ve also been thinking about how we can recruit to
peoples’ values to drive more cohesive and collaborative focus groups. So we’re
going to look at what new values have come out of the lockdown, as well as what
existing ones have become more entrenched, and use this knowledge to drive how
we conduct research. So watch this space!
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